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• What is gender?
✓A complex concept

❑Biological sex vs. gender identity

❑Gender as a social construct

❑Gender identity and transgender experiences 

❑Gender expression and gender roles 

❑Non-binary and genderqueer identities

❑Intersectionality and gender 

❑Gender-based discrimination and violence 

❑Legal and policy implications

• Gender concept applied in assessment of and current training on forest 
planning and forest management
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• How is gender considered in planning?
✓The planners

✓The plan

• Why should gender be considered in planning?
✓Positives

✓Negatives
❑Example on gender differences in Ability to reorganize and Awareness of the eviction 

during forest planning from Nyenza et al 2013 
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• Abstract for Nyenza et al. 2013: Gender is highlighted.
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Existing situation

• Gender considered in some but not all countries (Nzunda 2022) 



Existing situation

Distribution of number of national forest programme plan documents 
according to how many times gender is mentioned in the document for 
selected African countries. Source: Nzunda 2022



• In Angola, for the production forest studied, the company does not 
include women in its planning for field operations
✓The reason given for this is that it t is very hard and rural work
✓ Most field workers are male hunters

• In Tanzania, gender in forest planning is only considered at the 
village level 
✓whereby the bylaws state that half the number of members of the village 

natural resources committees should be females
✓At other levels, there is no discrimination by gender but there also is no 

directive enforcing the involvement of women in forest planning

• For forests in Zambia and Zimbabwe, there is no discrimination by 
gender
✓and there also is no directive enforcing the involvement of women in forest 

planning
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• The wording for gender considerations vary by document
✓but the aim is the same, which is to ensure gender equality and 

empowerment of women

• More recently forest planning in some countries includes the 
broader aspects of equality by considering people with special 
needs in addition to gender 
✓especially later in the 2010s
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Proposed guidelines

• Gender should be explicitly considered in forest planning
✓This explicitness should be achieved by having a section or sections 

dedicated to gender issues and titled as such

• There should also be mention of gender consideration at every 
section where it is appropriate

• The wording used should be consistent
✓Suggestion is that the word gender itself should be used given its 

current popularity and clarity

• Should directives enforcing gender consideration in forest 
planning be institutionalized?
✓Or left to the discretion of the stakeholders?
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